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(By Science Servic0

Salt Lake City, June 23.- A new form of education that will cultivate both the

scientific and humanistic frame of mind in our young people and prevent such con-

as that now waging over evolution was advccated by Dr. James Harvey Robinson)

founder of the Now School of Social Research and author of "The Mind in the Making",

at the meeting of the Pacific Division of the American Association for the Advance-

merit of Science here today.

Science'Service has secured the most striking parts of Dr. Robinson's address:

THE HUMANIZING OF P707JLEDGE

By James Harvey Robinson

adern scientific research in spite of its professed aloofness and disregerd ofhem
ari feelings and motives, has succeeded in unfolding to our gaze so new a world in

t't.ts origin, development, workings and possibilities of control in the interests of
Lattman welfere that practically all of the older pectic and religiouc ideas have to be
.11ndamentally revised or reinterpreted. Scientific knowledge ingenio-esly applied and
nilized by inventors and engineers has, s-ith the assistance of bveinsss men and fi-
nciers, metamorphoced OUT environment and our relations with ove ielow men. Our

',43tions of our own nature are being so altered that should we disceeiy apply our
tn.:reasing knowledge of the workings of the mind and the feelings a ar more success-
,!11 .4ehnique might finally emerge for the regulation of the emotions than any thet
:las hitherto been suggested. This is at least an exhilerating hope. We are forced

eAsk whether it is safe when our life has come to be so profoundly affected by and
!ePendent on scientific knowledge to permit the great mass of mankind and their
'leaders and teachers to continue to operate on the basie of presuppositions and pre-

which owe their respectability and currencY to their greet age and uncritical
ik9,Tacter, but which fail to correspond with reel things and actual operations asare com:ng to be understood.

Much has been written of the conflict of science and religion. The real problemie n .
atning less than the stupendous task of cultivating an aepreciation of the natere
significance of precise thought and exact knowle&ge in a being by nature and Tiger-

t 1,- .60 careless of truth and given to modes of thinking repugnen to scientific in-
,.64eigence. For even the more magnifieeni, scientif7'.c discoverios, eseecially those of
;rent years, have not penetrated into evr general educatLon and aro entirely disee-
c:ded in most discussions of social prcblems. And yet an impoojee; aecumulation of
f!:/tical information of wide bearing is at our disposal which couie become an active
4Cter in the readjustment of the troubled relations of men were it possible to over-
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come the obstacles to its general dissemination and acceptance.

A striking illustration of the present ineffective methods of popularizing car-.
dinal scientific discoveries has recently been supplied by the revival of a strong
and threatening opposition to the knowledge we now have of manes affinity and otIious
relationships rcith the rest of the organic world. The idea of organic evolution is
Perhaps the most momentous in its bearings of all the great generalizations which
have come with increased knowledge of the ,globe's history and the history of its
habitants. Those who will take the trouble to consider even in the most elementary
manner the multifold and concurrent evidence of the successive appearance of vegetableand animal species on the earth and the reasons for including man among the primates,
cannot fail, unless they be utterly blinded by prejudice, freely to concede the animal
hood of mane

Recently a serious misunderstanding has resulted from the report that men of
science are giving up "Darwinism", that "Darwinism is dead". This has puzzled thosewho supposed that evolution was a well substantiated assumption and has filled witha somewhat malicious joy those who have always denounced the notion as wicked and op-
Posed to Scripture, To the public, Darwinism means evolution, manes monkey origin, as
the matter is popularly but inexactly phrased. But to the paleontologist and
biologist Darwinism does not mean the theory of man's animal descent., which was for-
mulated long before the publication of the "Origin of Species", but is confined tothe ingenious theories which Darwin so patiently worked out to account for the factsOf evolution. The statement that Darwinism is dead does not mean that the evidencefor the evolutionary hypothesis has in any way been weal:fined or that any really com-
petent man of science doubts our animal derivation. it only means that Darwin's
explanations of how one species may have been derived from another have proved, asa result of increasing knowledge, to be mistaken or -1-holly inadequate. It meansthat we cannot any longer assign the importance he did to sexual and natural selectionand the hereditary transmissibility of acquired cheracters. Put the confessed failureSO far of biologists to clear up the process of evolution, or experimentally create
a new species from an existing one, does not affect the facts derived from many con-
verging sources which lead to the unavoidable conclusion that man has a geneological
relation to the higher animals.

The chief aim of education for us who really grasp the value of a scientific
attitude and appreciate the inherent obstacles which oppose themselves to its success-ful cultivation in the human species, should be the inculcation of the profoundest of
truths, namely that science is one, It is all nething more or less that the most
accurate and best authenticated information that we possess; subject to constant rec-
tification and amplification, of manes nature and history, and of the nature and his-tory of the world in which he finds himself. It is jIlEt the most reliable knowledge

€) have, It is not history, philosophy, psychology, ethics; politics, economics; it
.1s. not astronomy, physics, chemistry, geology, botany, bioloE,ry -- these are merely
historical divisions of labor, which are now being profitably transgressed as we
learn more of the essential interweaving and rnatu.a3. dependence of ail things. These
consecrated divisions may still have a declining significance in research, but I
cannot but think that they are one of the chief barriers to the cultivatien of a
really scientific frame of mind in the young and the public at large. They are as-
Pects of a single supreme theme, Man and his Viorld. Once it wqs well to dehumanize
science; now it must be rehumanized.

Teachers and text book writers cannot proceed directly toward their ideals ineducation as they conceive it. They must hedge and suppress, compromise and exter.-4ate) lest,ethe authentic things now knoval which it concerno boys and girls to learnShould unluckily start them thinking. For this might rouse the apprehensicn of somedefender of the social and moral order, some professional patriot or some adherent°I the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. The politicians in the Kentucky legis-
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lature think themselves competent to decide whether the state should grant funds to
anY institution in which man's animal extraction is tauglit; the politicians in the
New* York Legislature have provided that no one shall teach in the schools of the
state who is known at any time to have expressed any distrust of our institutioes.

Now nothing could be more diametrically opposed to the cultivation of a scien-
tific fraiee of mind. Education sho.uld be largely devoted to the issues upon which
the young as they grow up should be in a position to form an opinion. Theyshould
understend that scientific advance has greatly altered, and promises still further
t.0 alter, our enviromeent and our notions of ourselves and the expediency of existing
institutions of moral, social and industrial standards, We should have a dynamic
eduaation to fit a dynamic world.

V7e need some new organized effort to bring together in an imaginative and novel
manner the prevailing and sometimes conflicting knowledge of the material world., its
fundamental nature as it is coming to be understood in the light of the astonishing
new theories of matter itself; the general story of life, with some attention to the
great classes af living creatures; the discoveries in regard to rran.'s nature and
functioning and the history of his achievements and perplexities.

DP. JORDAN DEFENDS DART -IN;
SCORES GUESSING AT TRUTH.

Salt Lake City. June 23.- David Starr Jordan discussing evolution before the

American Society for the Advancement of Science here today denied that in any matter

of vital importance scientific opinion has altered the evolutionary theory. In prais

ing Darwin's realization that the facts of nature have a material cruse within the

range of exploration, he declared that no guesses, however plausible, serve the pur-

Pose of truth and that philosodhic speculation may be a v•orse enerey to science than

Crass ignorance.

":?y the current term 'organic evolution' we mean the vast extersion of geologic
time, bound together by bonds of unity, which show that the life ol the present is
descended from the life of the past, controlled by the continuous action of existing
causes," Dr. Jordan said. "Life changes with time. In the formaY.on of any species
two inate factors are always preeent, variationeand heredity. By the forLer new com-
binations are constantly brought about. By the latter each indiviuel is in large
degree like its ancestry. Like produces not exactly but nearly like, and the crea-
tures of the future spring from the survivors of today.

"On the outside two factors, at least, are present, nicl.d:nEr.-, the life of every ir
individual and of every species. These Darwin brought tegeti.er as selc
tionl, natural survival, as distinguished from the imagie!al spec:.
creation; but the term as Darwin left it will tear further One ell.r.-rnontrecognized by Darwin, that is, the inheritance of aceiciee.J. o7oo,o,?e:.;,?/.s, ozt..:111 hypo-
thetical and largely discredited, but no one who studies tr.:h.:1.1'1gs In leet..'Are can
doubt the reality of the great sifting process by which those eurvive who can, ?eav-
i ng progeny having their general traits and their qualities of adaptability. Adapta-
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tion has its rise in selection while fundamental resemblance in structure and develop-

indicat es blood relationship.

"A second effect of environment has bean often overlooked but is especially potent
fl molding forms of life, this is isolation or separation which prevents a wide range
in breeding through the interposition of barriers. The formation of words in a lan-

guage is closely akin to the assembling of a fauna or flora. Every animal or plant or
word.: flourishes in every part of the world unless (1) it has never been able to get

there, or (2) getting there, it has failed to maintain itself, or (3) maintaining it-
sell it has undergone changes into something else.

"No one having a right to any opinion at all questions the essential facts of
descent and divergence, however much they may differ as to unsettled details. There

no contrary hypothesis in biology any more than in astronomy. Darwin's petition
was that of an explorer mapping an area from a lofty height. Others have furnished
taltitudes of detail, yet in no matter of vital importance has scientific opinion
tich altered his sketch map. But even more potent than his conclusions was his method,the 

realization that each phenomenon has its material cause within the range of ex-
Ploration and that no guesses, however plausible, serve the purpose of truth. 17hat-
eve r is true is the truest thing in the world and whatever it is we shall never know
Otil we find out .fl
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THE WILL TO DISDFLIEVE 

American scientists have recently been shocked to discover that a considerable

of their fellow countrymen have a violent antipathy toward an idea that has been

ersally accepted in the scientific world since the last century, the idea that all

ng beings, including men, are descended from the forms of life previously existing

arth. To account for this disconcerting discrepanpy between scientific and populal

ion the Pacific section of the American Association for the Advancement of Science

ing this week in Salt Lake City called upon Prof. James Harvey Robinson whose

et book, "Mind in the Making", shows him skilled in understanding mass-psychology.

explanation of the popular reluctance to accept the new ideas that are new abun-

ly produced by scientific research was briefly this:

"Ideas, like kisses, go by favor. In almost all we hear, read, say and code to
124, leve, truth in the scientificJbense of the term is a matter of almost complete in-
t-q, Ierence. We often naively use the word 'feel' for 'believe', and even the word

moans to cling to something dear and precious and good in our sight - to ac-
cePt what we like to accept. And the wonder grows that there ever appeared in this
rid of ours a group of men like those here assembled so eccentric as to regard truth

11 the paramount issue."
This is discouraging to scientists who think that all they have to do is to de-

)rlstrate a theory to have it universally accepted. According to Professor Pobinson,
ey will have to sugar-coat their pills, or first dig out the complex in t ..le pepular

that prevents the reception of a particular idea.
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COLORADO RIVET THREATENS
10 OVERFLOTi IMPERIAL VALLEY

June 19, 1922

Salt Lake City. June 23.- Immediate action by the United States to protect

Menzaed lands in this country and Mexico against the flood waters of the Colorado

River, was urged by C. E. Grunsky, San Francisco engineer, at the meeting of the

acific Division of the Association for the Advancement of Science held here today.

This river, he claims, is ready to again change its course, go over and break

through the levees, and empty into the Salton Sea in an att -Tipt to bury the rich Im-

;serial. and Coachella Valleys under a lake of water in the same way that they were

84bmerged in the recent geological past. It will take millions of dollars to stop

the break when once it starts. To prevent this, he urged that the river be placed

Pon a direct course to the Gulf of California instead of the roundabout bed it has

followed since 1905 and that a reservoir be constructed up stream which will control

the flow of water.

'For over 500 years the Colorado has been flowing down the south slope of its

delta cone, but there is physical evidence that in recent geologic time it has switch-
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Over to the northern slope and emptied its waters into the basin of which the pre-

It Salton Sea and the Imperial Valley and the Coachella Valley are a part.

This ancient lake formed in this way was 100 miles long and was 20 miles wide,

en full. Periodically, from 50C to 1000 years, the Colorado flows into this tazir

d then for a similar period into the;,Gulfagt present. Levees now preveAt tht r4neT

ora turning back into the Salton Sea, but it is constantly building up its bed and

reatening to go over the man-made banks. In 1905 it broke through and at an expense

nearly $2,000,000 was forced back.

As part of both slopes of the delta cone lie in Mexico much of the work had to be

he in that country, which caused elabarassnent. This international aspect, as well

the fact that seven states depend upon the water of this river for irrigation,make
necessary that the work of constructing the large proposed dam to impound the

b et" up the river at Boulder Canyon, control its flow in flcod season, and conserve
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the water for irrigation in the slack season, be undertaken by the Federal government.

The fact that diplomatic relations with the Mexican government have been severed since

1913 further coqylicates the situation, Mr. Grunsky said.

Human activities modifying the natural conditions of well-watered banks with

luxuriant vegetation are responsible fdrthe present menace to the 70,000 people and

$100,000,000 to 2,000,000 worth of property that is threatened by the river, Mr.

GruhdY declares, In 1905 diversion of the water from the old channel allowed the

vegetation to dry up and be destroyed by fire.

BLIND ToNDEP DECEIVES SELF:
CAN'T SMELL COLORS IN DARK.

Chicago, Tilleta Huggins, the 17 year old blind and deaf girl who

recently astcnished doctors with a demonstration of apparent ability to name colors

by the sense of smell and to hear by the sense of touch, really has a remnant of

siEht and her deafness is probably hysterical, declares Dr. Joseph Jastrow, professor

Of
Psychology of the University of Tisconsin, who has examined her and believes that

ahe is deceiving herself and others in her pretense to remarkable powers. He made

the
inveeetigation for the American Medical Association.

"In every practical sense," he says, "the girl is blind and has no central vision

1711.t aoever • The possibility of a slit-wise vision is, however, by no means excluded.

It br
inging objects to her nose to smell them she has them near enough to her eyes'

to see them through this slit of vision.

"When Miss Huggins was tested in a dark-room while an ordinary light was on, she

erted colors corrctly but talch more slowly than in the fully lighted rooe., 7-ith

the llght extinguished, she was unable to do anything at all.

"The claim put forward," he continues, "that she is able to understand spoken

ahg 
uage provided there is a connection between her fingers and the head or the

-- Ynx of the speaker either directly cr through a wooden rod is also beyond belief.

"Those acquainted with the phenomena of hysterical deafness will realize how
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difficult it is to determine the actual status of this sense. It would take far wore

careful experiments than have yet been made to decide whether this is a case cf hys-

terical 
deafness, but the Psycholegie laboratory possesses a technic sufficient to

determine whether the girl deceives herself in the belief that the vibrations conveye'

through her finger tips make her hear the soundswhich really reach her through audi-

tory channels. When, unknown to Miss Huggins, the rod that is regarded as essential

tO carry the vibrations was actually not in contact with the speaker's head, she re-

plied to questions quite as well as though the contact had been established.

"Tha reason Miss Huggins is accredited with theee unusual senses is through the

c°11viction that her sight and hearing are useless. My examination does not bear out

such a conclusion."

FIND 011P:IINAL SPUDS
LEADING T:ILD LIFE

Waehington. - Thieteen thousand feet above sea level in the mountains

of northern Equedor, the region which is believed by eciemicto to be the cradle of

the Potato race, there has been found a true wild species of this plant rbieh s _1.1116

different from the cultivated. tubers. These discoveries were lead,' by 7:i.lson Popenoe

°I. the Eureau of Plant Industry, Department of Agriculture.

Cur own large, deveacped pctatoes would be just about as proud of these moun-

t'lin murphies as Mr. Bryan is of the anthropoid apes; for tl-,e Andean variety free.,

7chich our own hag sprung is too small to be of economic impertence. Plant breeders

in th13 country, however, hope that tests rLay shoe" charactericties which will make

it ve:,rth while to corebine them with our cultivated kinds by crossng. The wild

tubers 
Produce seed rather freely, but also are subject to one of the potato diseases

Of which their cultured brothers are often victims.
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DID PRYING EYES REVEAL VENUS
OP WAS IT MERELY HER VEIL?

-8- June 19, 1922

Salt Lake City. June 22.- Is Venus inhabited? The answer now hangs on the veil

With which she conceals her charms. Dr. Charles E. St. John, astronomer of Mt. V:ilsor.

Observatory, has declared that spectroscopic analysis shows that neither oxygen nor

water vapor, necessary to life as We know it, is present in the atmosphere of our

slater planet. Today Alfred Rordame, meteorologist of this city, came to the rescue

er. the possible Venusians in an address before the American Meteorological Society

m(D + ing here in which he claimed that the clouds which surround the±r sphere reflecte. 

the light so that the soectroscope can not tell what is below them.

When photographs and drawings made by astronomers using the telescope are in-

/"preted in terms of meteorology the apparently contradictory evddence of the lines

and shadows is more easily understood," he said. "-the only corielus:Lcn wa can draw

a

a

43t be from analogy. Venus is a rotating planet and the atmosphere is subject to the

rne laws as that of the earth. Ascending currents at the equator produce dense

louds which deposit snow and ice at the poles, and the only partly clear places on

he planet are those zones corresponding to our trade wind regions. Light and heat

re of twice the amount received by the earth from the sun, causi.ng clouds to form at

an immense height as compared to those of the earth.

a

ai1,,r; water vapor

"The spectroscope is incapable of penetration below these clouds around Venus,

the light is reflected from the upper surface of them. The bulk of whatever oxygen

lan et "

exists must be beneath this veil in the stormy atmosphere nearer the

315 ORGANIZATIONSNTI.ERNATIONAL IN SCOPE 4

Washington. - Religions, lawn-tennis, etomology, the weather, medicine,

International language, and many other activities, movements and sciences are being

ft 
1 
+ 

1-,,hered by international organizations of some sort. A handbook of internationalor
ganizations has just been issued by the League of Nations at Geneva. Some 315 assoo-ia+
-lons, bureaus and commissions are included, with a short summary of their objects.
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GAEE RESOURCES OF COMP?
FULOTIS tm

Salt Lake City, June 22.- The wild game resources of the United States have a

value that seems nearly fabulous, Dr, Barton Warren Evermann, pre61cL3nt of the Paci-

fic Division of the American Association for the ;,dvancement of Science, declared in

his address at the annual meeting hare tonight. He estimates the annual kill of

game worth: deer, $2,000,000; rabbits, $3,000,000; game birds, $50,000,000; f'Ir-bear.

ing animals, $10,000,000. To the wild fo,T1 and animal wealth must be addad the valu(

Of our great coal and oil fields and natural gas, forests of hard and soft woods,

our hundreds of species of valuable insosti';orous and predacious birds, and the rich

fisheries of our Atlantic and Gulf coasts, Great Lakes and interior waters, and of

our P--Icific Coast and Alaska.

VThis vory richness of our natural resources has had much to do with making us

the most 'short sighted, the most extravagant, and the most wastefi!1 people in all th;

rcorld," he said. "Fvery effort should be made to maiutain in profitabie condition

these valuable assets."

1-30 told how they could be conserved. Forest cover must be maintanee... Swump

lands, marshes, ponds and small lakes that can not be converted into more valu,..ble

agricultural land must be kept in their naturl conion. Fi,rearr polLtion must be

prohibited. Cover must be provi6.ed for quail, prairie chickens ad pheasants. The

migratory-bird treaty act has all-eay resulted in a great increase in cur waterfowl

and other migratory birds; its kid enfol7cemr:r vill esult in cti:1 1 greater in-

creases. The enactment law of the "Public MiootIng 0:ro-Inds a.4 13.rd Pefuge

Act", recently introduced in ConE-ress, will make it certain tha' : thlre will be splcir

did wild fowl shootin7 for all for many years to come without any 07)Tious effect

Upon the abundance of the various species.

The natural resources t the se.e.,--i,he vOlaleJ, frr peals, sea oters, uea lions,
and walrus, are all in r.jer se-.71.o7.1:1 if nct
warned, An internatic:vl -Lreaty sj.niir to ci ''heO i16

northern fur seal and thc n;rt:'ern sea (74,y., is Le..:(:ary to s=) -
seal, the southern sea otter, the wnojem a:.7.d the other marine itamrais Zreli total
extermination.
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Dny SPELL DISCOURAGFS
UTAH TREE PLANTERS

Salt Lake City. June 23.- Drou1 during the latter part of June and the first

Part of July has proved the chief hindrance to successful refcreStation in Utah, F.S.

Bak

mee

er of the U. S. Forestry Service at Ogden told thc Society of American Foresters

tin41 here, It is largely responsible for the failures which caused the abandon-
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forecasts it is necessary to knc7; the remote :actors. This is entirely possibla

t of the State'. tree planting, begun energetically rhen attention

the problem by the creation of the National Forests,

"In the large open and busy country of the mountains of central Utah, a large

unt of planting was done with western yellow pine," he said. "Owing to the extent

failures, planting was reduced year by year until it was finally discontinued in

O. Plantations made on sites having exceptional subterranean water supplies,

her on account of their location or lack of heavy vegetation to use up the water

idly, prove to be the best planting sites, but the usual dry period which occurs

the latter part of Juno and early July is the chlef hil-Arance to timber raising."

was attracted

G RANGE WEATHER
ECAST TO COME

Salt Lake City. Juno 22.- Forecasting the weather ar in advance is a possible

elopment of the future, J. S. Ricard, S.J., of the University cf Santa Clara,

ifornia, declared before the American Meteorological Society here today. Sun-spot

signs on the planets will undoubtedly aid in such predictions.

"Storms and counter-storms are the immediate factors in the weather and we can

D our short range prediction largely upon them," he said. "In order to make long

for

Of the meteorologist by observ3tion of phenomena to work out these laws ocientifical-

He does not have to bother about the why and wherefores; that is for another and

no realm in nature is lawless and a law controls the weath3r. It is the business

ly.

high branch of science.11
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IEV7 ELFCTPIC CONVFIRTFR .
DEMOrSTP.ATED BY DANISH SCIENTIST

June 19, 1922

New York. June 00.- An ingenious device for converting alternating to direct

electric current by means of 2, jet or streieze of mercury is now being demonstrated at

Columbia University by Dr. Julius Hartmann of Copenhagen. This invention, experts

think, may supplant the mercury arc rectifier for use in battery charging sets. Some

experts alse?etehe possibility of this new apparatus replacing the extensive converter

now used in furnishing power to street cars.

In this new method the alternating or pulsating current flows through a jet of

mercury ehich passes between the poles of a permanent or constant elect ro-magnet The

itagnetic force acting on the jet changes its direction with the changing direction of

the alternating current and the stream of mercury swings from side to side like a

stream of water from a garden hose swung in the hand.

Az,' the jet swings backward and forward, it passes from one to the other of teo

electrodes separated by an insulating quartz wedge. One of those is connected to the

?ositive side and one to the negative side of the direct current apparatus. By pro-

Pony adjusting the distance of these electrodes from the magnet, the swinging of the

jet is so timed that it strikes the positive electrode only when the current is posi-

tive and the negative only when the current is negative, thus rectifying the alti3r-

nating current.

The spent mercury is continuously pumped back to the resevoir Iehich feeds the jet

and is prevented from becoming dirty or fouling as a result of oxidization by

Passing it through an atmosphere of hydrogen or coal gas.

The inventor claims thet he has had one of these machines in operation for over a

Year without an adjustment and that with the exception of the pump to return the

rt4ercury to its resevoir, there are no moving parts to get out of order.

Up to 50 kilowatts, the largest size in which this mercury jet converter has been

uUllt, an efficiency of 95 percent has been obtained.
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NEWS OF THE STARS

Stars Differ  Greatly in Size but  Little in Wass

By Isabel M. Lewis,
of U. S. Naval Observatory.

(Science Service)

That the stars differ very little from one another in mass or the quantity of

:i-atteee that enters into their composition though they may differ enormously from one

another in size is one of the most remarkable discoveries of modern astronomy.

It has been found that the most massive of all stars, the bluish-white helium

stars, contain at the most no more than about eighteen times the quantity of matter

that entars into the composition of our owz. sun, though some are larger in size than

the sunis planetary system. This is a.oproxin:a,tely the upper limit of the masses of

the stars. C.n the other hand there are, so far as is known, no lminous stars that

contain less than about one-tenth of the mass of the sun. In fact it can be shown

thst there are good reasons why stars of very small mass could not be self-luminous.

Prof, A. Eddington, the noted English astronomer and mathematician, has

zhown in a brilliant mathematical investigation of the effects of radiation-pressure

on the. evolution of the stars that there are theoretical reasons why the masses of

the steers cannot exceed a certain value, and his conclusions are confirmed by the

resu1t3 of observations.

As the giant red stars, representing the first stage in stellar development, con-

tract and become hotter the pressure of light or radiation within their interiors in-

creases with the temperature and acts in opposition to gravity tending to push par-

outward from the center of the star toward the surface. As the star passes

4-i its evolution through the stages of yellow, white and bluish-white giant star in

turn to the peak of its development as a star of the latter type this - radiation pres-

sUre becomes more effective as the temperature increases. Under the action of the

tv,
'-0 opposing forces, gravitation which tends to draw particles toward the center and

]i'-ght or radiation-pressure which tends to force them outward toward the surface, an

'itAilibrium is maintained so long as the mass of the star does not exceed a certain
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amount. Id', the mass does exceed this amount the star becomes unstable and either

disintegrates or the excess mass is expelled by the action of radiation-pressure.

Possibly for this reason, the most massive and hottest of all the stars are frequent-

1Y enveloped in luminous nebular gases which conceivably are puffed forth from the

stars under the action of radiation-pressure. The upper liit of the masses of the

stars is thus controlled by the safety-valve of radiation-pressure. If the mass of a

Star uhould greatly exceed a certain amount it 'Aould at a certain stage of its evolu-

tion practically go to pieces.

The enormous giant stars such as Antares and 3etelgeuze for this reason exceed

trcvn sun millions of times in vole but have masses so small that their densities

Itre less than one-thousandth of the density of air. As a result their surface gravi-

ties are only a few hundredths that of the earth while the surface gravity of the sun

is twenty-seven times that of the earth.

EXPLAINS THE
MANNA OF MOSES

Balt iaore. - Manna, upon which the JeTs fed while wandering in the wildel. -

Iless with Moses, is explained by Dr. Paul Haupt, instructor in Semitic languages at

Joh #ns Hopkins University.

Manna was a nutritive lichen like Iceland moss and the reindeer moss which in

tilles of great drought and famine has served as food for a ,.:large number of men in
th
e arid steppes of various countries stretching from Algeria to Tartary, Dr. Haupt

4eclares.

The edible lichens, ho said, contained not only starchy substances but in some

4.83 a small quantity of saccharine matter. It was prepared by grinding the lichen-

9'alna in querns or mortars, mixing it with the honey-like •drops which exudes from the

IITIctured bark of the tamarisk tree,and baking this mixture.
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RiTIO NETS OF 

11,ADIO ON TRAINS TO FOLLOW
hUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL?

Washington, will the next step in "safety first" railroading be routine

radio cornLunication between train and dispatchers? This is the quest3.on that is being

e'sked here by those who sea the future significance of the Interstate CoL.merce Com-

rilission l s final orders to forty-nine railroads to establish autoa„tic train control

devices en their lines before January 1, 1925.

The first trains ran "wild" with no other control than that of the enginezen•

hen two trains used the saree track in opposite directions, the first control as

thr,
ulth synchronized watches. watch failure, or an engineer's in-hpatience, often re-

suited in a head-on collision. Than came the telegraph, and the red light, and its

resu]t ing intermittant communication between dispatcher and engineer. As the air

" was perfected and speeds and weights increased, the block signal system, and

4ter the automatic interlocking signal system, cane in'c.o being and use, extending

the ,
Intercommunication between dispatcher and train. Nou comes the automatic train

r''critr01, to insure that engineers will do with thz.,,ir trains what the signals say they

1:4.1.t do, Yet, v -ith the best of signal systems and the most reliable of auto -.tic

r''cintrol, the fact remains that a fallible human being is propelling a many ton missie

at tremendous speed and power across country, 7..ith only intermittant communication

Ivith those who might warn him,' of danger or tell him why he shotild stop.

Radio telephones would keep engineers and conductors in cc..ntinuous touch with all

°Iatic)ns on the right of way. Its installation by legal enactment is believed by

(4111Y to be as inevitable as was that of the air brake, the block signal and now the

44tortiatic train control.
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LIPOPNIA'S REDWOODS
OT YOST WHEN YOUNG

Salt Lake City. June 22. The venerable redv.00ds of California, like children,
ow faster ‘;hen they are young, Dr. D. T. MacDougal, director of botanical research

Of the Carnegie Institution of Tashington, told the wectern branch of the Ecolo. ieal
Society meeting here today.

In young trees the cambium layer of the trunk, a surrounding sheet as thir.
Per which does the growing, may lay on half an inch of wood in a year, but te rae

°f groesth decreases with aga so that five hundyed ;rears later the annual incremen
XIQ

e ,
t be more than a fifth of that amount. Though the redwoods are large and old they

pa

very delicately responsive to seasonal differences in growth activities. This
rriçr). their trunks did not begin to enlarge until five weeks later than last. The

en( 3.ceens sheet of caitbium me.), be active in patches or on one side of the tree only
eold thus make incomplete annual rings, .Dr. MacDougal said.

If Californians wish to measure the redwoods when they are largest, they must get
early, as Dr. MacDougal explained that "trunkswhether dormemt or growing, show a

variation in diae.eter by which they are thickest at sunrise and shrink until
da ft erno on."

CIFIC COAST. SCIENTISTSL.1-7T AT SALT LAKE

(Dy Science Service)

Salt Lake City. June 00.- Scientists of the Pacific Coast region will gather here
- three day meeting beginning Thursday, June 22. There will be sessions of the

le i
fic nivieion of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and thir-

41) affiliated organizations. The leading addresses will be on evolution and the at-k5 that are being made upon it. Among the speakers on this subject will be Dr.
'es Harvey Robinson and Dr. David Starr Jcrdan. The proble.es of the Colorado River

be discussed at a symposium.
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(A Ten Minute Chat on Science)

THE SUN CURE

By Dr. Edwin E. Slosson

June 19, 192

Seasonal are the reports confirming the curative value of sunlight. It seems

that what has long been vaguely surmised or cultivated as a fad is at last to be in-

corporated into the realm of sober science. For zany years Dr. Rollier has been treat-

tuberculous sores and swsllings by exposing them to sunshine on his Alpine farm at

Leysin, Switzerland, where the boys work and play all day long in the open with no

Clothing but a breech-clout. Those too weak to stand are exposed in beds on the

Porches and given ten Linutes sunning the first day, twenty minutes tha next and so

°n, being carefully watched to see that the rays do not burn the skin or set up a

fever.

The Germans have carrl.ed their Nacktkultur as they have their other forms of

Ktatur beyond the limits allowable in other countries. The British have taken it up

the siAn
cure although they have not much of any sunshine to work with.

In our own country Dr. A. F. Hess of New York reports the prevention and cure of

tickets in infants by exposure to the sun's rays for half an hour a day. There is

nothir,g magical about the sun. He gets the same results by exposure to the rays from

2' carbon arc lamp such as is employed in taking motion pictures. But the light must

be received direct for even window glass shuts off those rays which effect the cure.

The babies in the hospital behind glass window n developed rickets while those set

o'Aside in the sun did not, although bcth were fed on the best of milk. Lhon the

rickety infants were put out on the porch in the sun their bones stiffenedup and theil-

blood showed an increase of the phosphates necessary for bone building.

Experiments on white rats gave the clue to the secret. They developed rickets

even in the sunlight if kept in a glass box but not if they received occasionally the

direct .rays of the sun. The mercury vapor lamp - those bluish tubes that make you

1°01c so ghostly at the photographers - worked as well as the sun providqd that the
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enclosing tube was made of quartz j_les:ead of F1''es!

This indicates that the curative part of the rays are those with the very short

wave length that lie beyond the violet end of the spectrum, for these rays cannot

Pass through glass although they will through quaitz. The X-rays which hatre the

Pozier to penetrate to the depths of the bcdy and break up the flesh,

if left on too long, lie far beyond these and have very mueh short or'

Sunlight does not contain X-rays, otherwise we should not be al,le to

Photographic plate holders into the open.

17hat is the action of the ultra-violet rays on the hutean systeu

known,

causing sores,

wave lengths.

carry our

is not yet

The sunlight falling on the skin somehow changes the composition of the

blood and may cause it to resist the poisons and possib:y the gems that cause

l
isease. Sunning is said to alleviate rheumatiou and to hasten the recovery of

convalescents, from fevers and wounds. The "blue glass" fad that some of us are

enough to remember may have been on the righ'. track - 51 they had only le ft

()tit the glass.

But those who propose to try heliotherapy on the beaches or meadb.ws this summer

thould look out for two things, one is the local poi:ice regulations, and the other

is to take the remedy in suall doses at the start. For you ti,av be one of those who

burn instead of browning, Also it has been found that certain etruLes and foods

'4i1.1 sensitize the system and that exposure to the sl;.ns rays will develop a serious

case of fagopyristn, or something of the sort,

all the more reason for looking out for it.

Y.I you dent know what that is,
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YOU KNOW THAT -

Bumble bees work overtime in Alaska. In the absence of darkness, they have been
found going about their business at 10:30 at night in Fairbanks.

There are 19,067 radio sending stations licensed by the Department of commerce;
15,495 amateur, 2,783 American ships, 439 commercial, and 348 experimental.

At 2.ibi Eibat, in Russia, one oil well is said to have produced three and three
quarter millions of barrels in thirty days.

One kind of soy bean/bean yields 22 per cent of oil. The equivalent of Ldilk and
butter for table use is Also obtained from this bean.

to YOU KNOW THAT -

Fifteen years ago many B.ritish railroad cars were heated by foot-warmers. These
devices were oval-shaped iron cans containing either hot water or a chemical sub-
stance and did not retain heat long.
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In Japan a vegetable leather is made from the inner bark of a plant called the
sumata.

Before he invented the steamboat, Robert Fulton experimented with a submarine
the bottom of Brest Harbor in France using funds obtained by portrait painting i
is,

Police of Scotland Yard have been experimenting to test the use of wireless in
recting the movements of officers in pursuit of criminals.

YoU KNOT THAT -

Trials of motorless airplanes are to take place on an extensive scale in France
3 summer,

Some whales travel twice a year more than a quarter of the circumference of the
be, being in the Arctic in summer and on the other side of the equator in winter

Peter Henlein invented the mainspring as a driving power for clocks about 1500.
S improvement opened a new field for clocks as it made them portable.

In the midst of an arid Arizona desert the copp,r mining company working the
ebrated Ajo mine has created a beautiful oasis.
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FRAGMENTS OF SCIENCE 

Asa matter of fact, no phenomenon of nature is better understood than that of
igin of species, taking the word species in its original and natural definition
efinable form of animal or plant life as now existing on the globe. - David
Jordan.

The storage of heat in the earth while the days are long, its gradual delivery
0 the surface while the daily supply from the sun is comparatively small, and
leward drift of warm water at all seasons, together produce, as explained, the
xical result so admirably expressed by the proverb: As the days grow longer, the
rows stronger. - W. J. Humphreys.

search Mars has given to this 7orld a most interesting and instructive line of re-

441ilto 
- I might almost say vital to the future welfare of the race on Earth.- Dr. G.H.
n, Lowell Observatory.


